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Introduction

1. In the framework of the UNEP/MAP-SPA/RAC Programme of Work 2022-2023 adopted by the 22nd Ordinary Meeting of the Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Convention and its Protocols, Antalya, Turkey, 2-5 December 2021, the Meeting of the Ecosystem Approach Correspondence Group on Monitoring (CORMON) for Biodiversity and Fisheries was organized on 28 and 29 March 2022 via videoconference, by the Specially Protected Area Regional Activity Centre (SPA/RAC).

Participation

2. The following Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Convention were represented at the Meeting: Albania, Algeria, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia, Cyprus, France, Greece, Israel, Italy, Lebanon, Libya, Malta, Montenegro, Morocco, Slovenia, Spain and Turkey.

3. The Agreement on the Conservation of Cetaceans of the Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea and Contiguous Atlantic Area (ACCOBAMS), the Mediterranean Science Commission (CIESM) and European Environment Agency (EEA) were represented as observers.

4. The Coordinating Unit for the Mediterranean Action Plan - Barcelona Convention Secretariat (UNEP/MAP), the Information and Communication Regional Activity Centre (INFO/RAC), the Programme for the Assessment and Control of Marine Pollution in the Mediterranean (MED POL) and The Priority Actions Programme/Regional Activity Centre (PAP/RAC) were represented at the Meeting.

5. The full list of participants is attached as Annex I to the present report.

Agenda Item 1: Opening of the Meeting

6. The Meeting was opened on 28 March 2022 at 08.30 (UTC+1) by Mr. Khalil ATTIA, SPA/RAC Director, on behalf of UNEP/MAP-Barcelona Convention Coordinating Unit and on behalf of SPA/RAC.

7. The SPA/RAC Director welcomed the broad participation irrespective of the constrains attributed to the COVID-19 Pandemic and recalled the main objective of the Meeting to guide the Ecosystem Approach process from a technical point of view, to ensure a coherent collection and reporting of quality assured data on Biodiversity cluster, towards an efficient 2023 Mediterranean Quality Status Report (2023 MED QSR). While highlighting the relevance of the Ecosystem Approach implementation in the framework of the MAP/Barcelona Convention system, he commended the full engagement of the Contracting Parties to reach the common objectives through the regional and sub-regional cooperation. He also recalled the Secretariat’s commitment to guide and harmonize the efforts towards the delivery of the scales of monitoring, assessment and reporting for all Integrated Monitoring and Assessment Programme (IMAP) common indicators clustered per Ecological Objectives. Mr. Attia closed his welcome remarks by inviting all participants to discuss as openly as possible about the technical documents while seeking their feedback and advice on the way forward.

Agenda Item 2: Organizational Matters

8. Working Documents
   - UNEP/MED WG.520/1
   - UNEP/MED WG.520/2

9. Information Document
   - UNEP/MED WG.520/Inf.2
a) **Rules of Procedure for the Meeting of the Ecosystem Approach Correspondence Groups on Monitoring (CORMON) for Biodiversity and Fisheries**

8. The Meeting agreed that the rules of procedure for Meetings and conferences of the Contracting Parties to the Convention for the Protection of the Environment and the Coastal Region of the Mediterranean and its Protocols (UNEP/IG.43/6, Annex XI) would apply mutatis mutandis to their deliberations.

b) **Election of Officers**

9. Subject to Rule 20 of the rules of procedure mentioned at para. 2(a), the Meeting unanimously elected the following officers from among the representatives of the Contracting Parties:

   Chairperson: Mr Abdulmula Hamza (Libya),

   Vice chairpersons: Ms. Sabah Tahari (Morocco),
                    Mr. Leonardo TUNESI (Italy),
                    Mr. Rezart Kapedani (Albania),

   Rapporteur: Mr Lavrendios Vasiliades (Cyprus).

c) **Adoption of the Provisional Agenda**

10. The Meeting adopted its agenda based on the Provisional Agenda and Provisional Annotated Agenda, including the proposed timetable, circulated in documents UNEP/MED WG.520/1 and UNEP/MED WG.520/2, respectively.

11. The agenda is attached as Annex II to the present report.

12. The discussions were held in line with the agenda. Simultaneous interpretation in English and French was provided during the Meeting.

**Agenda Item 3: 2023 Med QSR structure and outline content template, and status of Common Indicators and Ecological Objectives**

| Working Documents | UNEP/MED WG.520/3 |

13. Ms. Joanne Foden UNEP/MAP presented the document UNEP/MED WG.520/3 “2023 Med QSR structure and outline content template, and status of Common Indicators and Ecological Objectives” that provides detailed information on the structure and contents of the 2023 Med QSR template and status of common indicators and ecological objectives. She highlighted that this template was built on the methodology, structure, and content as approved by the 8th EcAp Coordination Group (WG.514/12 Meeting Report Annex II, 9 September 2021). She concluded her speech by encouraging Contracting Parties to make every effort to upload useful data collected after 2017 into the Info system platform for a successful delivery of the 2023 Med QSR with the agreed roadmap and milestones.

14. The meeting noted that the 2023 Med QSR will be more quantitative, less narrative than the 2017 Med QSR, and highlighting its synergy with the assessment exercises of other Regional Seas Conventions and welcomed the use of all possible assessment tools in addition to NEAT as an assessment tool suitable for biodiversity cluster.

15. Recognizing its importance for the Programme of work of the ongoing biennium, one Contracting Party requested the Secretariat to share the information on the ongoing projects (i.e. IMAP-MPA, EcAp-MEDIII, Marine Litter II) managed by UNEP/MAP Secretariat that will contribute to the elaboration of the 2023 Med QSR.
16. The Meeting conclusions and recommendations regarding this agenda item are presented in Annex III to this Report.

**Agenda item 4: Monitoring and Assessment Elements for the IMAP Common Indicators related to sea birds**

| Working Documents | UNEP/MED WG.520/4 |

17. Mr. Mehdi AISSI, SPA/RAC Secretariat presented the document UNEP/MED WG.520/4.

18. The Secretariat introduced the document UNEP/MED WG.520/4 “Monitoring and Assessment Scales, Assessment Criteria, Thresholds and Baseline Values for the IMAP Common Indicators 3, 4 and 5 related to sea birds”, which proposes refinement to the monitoring scales and proposes assessment scales, reference and thresholds values for the IMAP Common Indicator (CI) 3 (Species distributional range), CI 4 (Population abundance of selected species abundance) and CI 5 (Population demographic characteristics) for sea birds. The document provides as well baseline and threshold values for the same indicators and a list of recommendations on future work to be carried out within the IMAP implementation.

19. Recognizing the work done by the recruited experts to provide the following document, the support provided by the informal Online working Group (OWG) on sea birds as well as the valuable scientific contribution of the different experts, the secretariat stressed that considering the evolving nature of this document, a step wise approach is adopted through testing these findings during the preparation of the 2023 MEDQSR and then make adequate proposals for refinement, when needed, and then validating them.

20. The Meeting welcomed the document, acknowledged the efforts made to its delivery and agreed to send written comments before 7th April 2022. One Contracting party stressed that they couldn’t assess the proposed thresholds for the IMAP common indicators on biodiversity and bilateral discussion will be organised to further detail the threshold status and the synergy with the ongoing work under the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD).

21. The Meeting endorsed the document and agreed on its submission for consideration to the EcAp Coordination Group Meeting (videoconference, 5 July 2022).

**Agenda item 5: Baseline for the IMAP Common Indicator 6 related to Non-Indigenous Species**

| Working Documents | UNEP/MED WG.520/5 |
| Information Document | UNEP/MED WG.520/Inf.3 |

22. Under this agenda item, the Secretariat (SPA/RAC) presented the document UNEP/MED WG.520/5 “Baseline for the IMAP Common Indicator 6 related to Non-Indigenous Species”, that provide a common reference to support the implementation and improvement of national monitoring programmes of Contracting Parties in line with the Decision IG.22/7 on the IMAP, adopted by COP 19 (Athens, Greece, February 2016). The Secretariat explained that this document has been developed in synergy with the EU MSFD and that a common template was agreed to be used in close collaboration with the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission to avoid duplication of work as recommended in the previous CorMon (10-11 June 2022).

23. The secretariat reminded that the Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Convention were invited to appoint national experts to compile a national inventory/baseline of NIS which will be utilized as a reference point for future NIS introductions throughout the next assessments (2023) under the
Ecosystem Approach methodology and the IMAP requirements. The outcome will be the result of a collaborative process at national and regional levels, involving detailed exchange of information between designated experts and the building of consensus on the final lists, as these will constitute a tool for the determination of thresholds for CI6 and will have management implications for the Contracting Parties.

24. Recognizing the work done by the recruited experts to provide the following document and the collaboration of national experts, the secretariat highlighted the importance of national inventories of EU Mediterranean countries that were submitted to JRC in January 2021 for the purposes of the 2012-2017 assessment cycle and were made available to form the starting point for the revision process of these countries. Revisions of these inventories were made according to recently published literature and checklists and regular exchange is made by the experts in charge of this analysis and the national experts.

25. The Meeting reviewed the document and agreed to provide the SPA/RAC with written comments, to be considered as appropriate, before the closure of the CORMON Meeting. These comments concerned some updates and amendments to some sections of the report.

26. The participants appreciated the work and pointed out the dynamic and living aspect of this document that should be therefore updated continuously as appropriate and agreed on the updates made to the national lists as communicated to SPA/RAC. They agreed to consider December 2021 as final date to consider new inputs that will be considered as new records compared to the established baseline in this document.

27. Under this agenda item, the Secretariat (SPA/RAC) also presented, for information, the document UNEP/MED WG.520/Inf 3 “Monitoring and Assessment Scales, Assessment Criteria and Thresholds Values for the IMAP Common Indicator 6 related to non-indigenous species” that aims at proposing monitoring and assessment scales, assessment criteria and thresholds values for the IMAP common indicators 6 related to non-indigenous species. This document was reviewed and endorsed by the previous Biodiversity CORMON meeting (Videoconference, 10-11 June 2022), as amended. All the comments were integrated in this present document that is submitted to this CORMON meeting as information document for its use for the purpose of the 2023 Med QSR.

28. While the meeting welcomed the work, a member suggested that the thresholds be updated to reflect the national monitoring plan and the additional marine protected area monitoring plan allowing an adequate submission of the monitoring data for the upcoming MED QSR 2023.

29. The Meeting endorsed the documents and agreed on their submission to the Meeting of SPA/BD Focal Points (TBC) for consideration and possible approval.

Agenda Item 6: Data Dictionaries and Data Standards for the Common Indicators 3, 4 and 5 related to species

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working Documents</th>
<th>UNEP/MED WG.520/6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNEP/MED WG.520/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UNEP/MED WG.520/8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.1. Data Dictionaries and Data Standards related to Marine Mammals

30. The INFO/RAC Deputy Director, Arthur Pasquale, presented the document UNEP/MED WG.520/6 “Data Dictionaries and Data Standards for the Common Indicators 3, 4 and 5 related to Marine Mammals, which was a revised version reflecting comments raised during and after the previous CORMON meeting on biodiversity and fisheries (9-10 June 2021). He highlighted that this document takes into account as well inputs and comments provided by the ACCOBAMS and the informal OWG on marine mammals.

31. The representative of the ACCOBAMS Secretariat thanked the SPA/RAC for the invitation to the meeting and for the good collaboration through the OWG on marine mammals for the development
of the document WG 520/6 on data dictionaries and data standard on marine mammals. She informed the participants on the activities coordinated within the framework of the ABIOMMEd project “Support coherent and coordinated assessment of biodiversity and measures across Mediterranean for the next 6-year cycle of MSFD implementation” that was selected for funding by the European Commission in 2021. Within this project, the ACCOBAMS Secretariat coordinates a work package dedicated to the MSFD criteria on cetaceans under the Descriptor 1 Biodiversity. In particular, the ACCOBAMS Secretariat coordinates a working group composed of national appointed experts in charge of the definition/implementation of their country’s MSFD cetacean monitoring programme. The main purpose is to support regional coordination between EU Mediterranean countries, by capitalizing on available information on the species groups on the basis of the information already acquired by EU Countries throughout their national monitoring programmes, by promoting harmonization of monitoring/analytical methods and by progressing in the definition of thresholds. During this project, full coordination with EcAp and IMAP will be ensured through regular exchanges with SPA/RAC - which is also a partner of ABIOMMEd - in particular in view of a face-to-face meeting to be organized in 2023 with experts from Mediterranean EU and non-EU countries. She concluded by reiterating ACCOBAMS support to the development of the 2023 Med QSR with the results on cetaceans’ distribution and abundance from the ACCOBAMS Survey Initiative.

32. A representative of a Contacting Party thanked INFO/RAC for putting together this document noting the huge amount of data that were being requested to provide by these standards and asked the UNEP/MAP QSR Programme Officer about the plan on how to translate all the data reported to the IMAP Info System into an assessment product.

33. In response, the Secretariat (UNEP/MAP and SPA/RAC) explained that thematic experts will be hired by SPA/RAC to collate available datasets from the IMAP Info System and other sources in case of insufficient data reported into the system, analyse the data, and elaborate a regional assessment for each common indicator.

34. The representative of one Contracting Party commented that this plan is extremely ambitious noting that it could take years to provide a complete assessment. She also highlighted that the analysis of the raw data could be highly challenging bringing issues very different from assessing the status of a species or common indicator of species. She recommended to rather than collecting raw data to be more focused on obtaining a certain/specific type of aggregated data for example the abundance of a given species collected through standardized methods in one area at a given time.

35. A representative of a Contracting Party provided comments with regards to the Mediterranean monk seal section indicating that this part was discussed in the OWG. She noted that some of the collective proposals provided by the monk seal experts were missing from this updated version and suggested sending written comments on the missing information after the meeting. In addition, she underlined the need to make an attentive reflexion with regards to defining the levels of disclosure of the provided data and how to secure the sensitivity of some of that information in order to safeguard aspects of species’ protection.

36. Thanking all speakers for their interventions, the INFO/RAC Deputy Director explained that the approach used by the Barcelona Convention was collecting national raw data to be used for a regional and/or subregional assessments however INFO/RAC was open for any suggestion to consider reporting certain level of aggregated data based on experts’ recommendations. In addition, with regards to the data sensitivity, he indicated that INFO/RAC would consider this important aspect and would further revise the standards to specify which data should remain partially public.

37. Following more discussions, several participants raised concern on the fact that the data processing (both data handling and data analysis) of currently required data (raw and aggregated data) requires a scientific and technical infrastructure and advice making procedures that are not completely developed with the Barcelona Convention system. In particular, the procedures involving the treatment of original and aggregated data and their interpolation towards the assessment of GES is a long and complex process, which requires several different types of expertise (from experts proficient on data
handling to expert on several different data analysis approaches, on regional evaluation of results for each Common Indicator, each species, each Ecological Objective and drafting of overall conclusions). This process requires a degree of logistic and political organization and harmonisation that is only partially available at present. Hence, this requires a specifically designed set up including appropriate human and financial resources.

38. One representative of a Contracting Party requested the Secretariat to strengthen synchronization between the different regional assessment initiatives during the forthcoming exercises to avoid duplication of efforts and ensure harmonization at the regional level.

39. Several participants underlined the need to prioritize which data to be reported and asked to review the mandatory and non-mandatory fields in the data standards and data dictionaries.

40. As a conclusion, the Secretariat thanked all the participants for their suggestions indicating that their proposals would be captured in the conclusions and recommendations of the meeting and asked them to send their written comments by 7 April 2022. Meetings with the OWG will be organised to discuss the updated version of the document that will take in consideration all the raised comments.

### 6.2. Data Dictionaries and Data Standards related to Marine Turtles

41. The INFO/RAC Deputy Director presented the document UNEP/MED WG. 520/7 “Data Dictionaries and Data Standards for the Common Indicators 3, 4 and 5 related to Marine Turtles” noting that document reflected comments received during and after the CORMON meeting on biodiversity and fisheries in 2021 and the discussions of the informal OWG on marine turtles.

42. A representative of a Contracting Party thanked the INFO/RAC for their efforts on trying to incorporate many of the comments and proposals raised during the OWG meetings, however she suggested to have the inputs of the high-density sea turtles nesting countries specially with regards to table 11 on nesting and demography which included a lot of different types of data and requested to check if the way data organized in this table were fully aligned with the criteria provided in the working document elaborated by SPA/RAC on monitoring assessment scales, assessment criteria, thresholds and baseline values. In addition, the representation of the Contracting Party requested the possibility to organize a mock trial attempt to fill in this table in order to ensure its suitability with the data reporting needs.

43. A representative of a Contracting Party raised concern on how many data should be reported by the country into the system. She underlined that it would be extremely difficult to report this level of detailed information due to the lack of human resources and requested to adopt a more simplified and practical approach for reporting not only for sea turtles but for all the other data standards.

44. In response, the INFO/RAC deputy director welcomed all the proposals to make the standards more practical and simplified without losing the information and indicated that the INFO/RAC agreed with the suggestions to further discuss the document within the OWG.

45. A representative of Contracting Party highlighted the need to review the mandatory and non-mandatory fields in the Data Standards and Data Dictionaries marine turtles considering the requirements of the countries with high-density nesting and the countries with low-density nesting.

46. As conclusion, the Secretariat recommended that the document should be further discussed with the informal OWG underlining the possibility to invite national experts representing the high-density nesting countries in the future meetings to give their insights with regards to nesting data that should be considered for the reporting.
6.3. Data Dictionaries and Data Standards related to Sea Birds

47. The INFO/RAC Deputy director presented the document UNEP/MED WG. 520/8 “Data Dictionaries and Data Standards for the Common Indicators 3, 4 and 5 related to Sea Birds” indicating that these standards were provided for one species representing each functional groups and highlighted that these standards were a living document that could be updated to consider other species reported in the Annex II of the SPA/BD Protocol.

48. A representative of a Contracting Party recommended that these data standards and data dictionaries should be aligned with the working document UNEP/MED WG.520/4 “Monitoring and Assessment Scales, Assessment Criteria, Thresholds and Baseline Values for the IMAP Common Indicators 3, 4 and 5 related to sea birds” and raised concern about the feasibility of applying the indicated monitoring methods by all the countries underlining the fact that these data standards were quite demanding.

49. The Secretariat invited the participants to send their comments by written no later than 7 April 2022 and underlined that the revised documents that would be updated following the comments raised by the participants during and after the meeting would be further discussed and finalized during the OWG meetings.

50. A representative of a Contracting Party requested the support of INFO/RAC on the use of the IMAP Info System and on how to upload the data into the platform by organizing dedicated trainings at the national level.

51. The Meeting’s final conclusions related to these agenda items are presented in Annex 3 of this report.

Agenda Item 9: Any Other Business

52. No other matters were raised for discussion.

Agenda Item 10: Conclusions and Recommendations

53. Under this Agenda Item, the participants were invited to review the draft Conclusions and Recommendations. The Meeting approved the Conclusions and Recommendations as slightly amended by the Meeting and contained in Annex III to the present report.

Agenda Item 11: Closure of the Meeting

54. Mr Khalil ATTIA, welcomed the progress achieved by Contracting Parties in the implementation of the roadmap for the 2023 MED QSR. After the expression of usual courtesies, the Chair declared the Meeting closed on Tuesday, 29 March 2022, at 11.30.
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Draft Conclusions and recommendations

Introduction
1. The Specially Protected Areas Regional Activity Centre (SPA/RAC) of the United Nations Environment Programme / Mediterranean Action Plan - Barcelona Convention (UNEP/MAP) organized the Meeting of the Ecosystem Approach Correspondence Group on Monitoring (CORMON) for Biodiversity and Fisheries (hereinafter referred to as “the Meeting”), on 28 and 29 March 2022, via videoconference.

Participation
2. The following Contracting Parties to the Barcelona Convention were represented at the Meeting: Albania, Algeria, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia, Cyprus, France, Greece, Israel, Italy, Lebanon, Libya, Malta, Montenegro, Morocco, Slovenia, Spain and Turkey.
3. The Agreement on the Conservation of Cetaceans of the Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea and Contiguous Atlantic Area (ACCOBAMS), the Mediterranean Science Commission (CIESM) and European Environment Agency (EEA) were represented as observers.
4. The Coordinating Unit for the Mediterranean Action Plan - Barcelona Convention Secretariat (UNEP/MAP), the Information and Communication Regional Activity Centre (INFO/RAC), the Programme for the Assessment and Control of Marine Pollution in the Mediterranean (MED POL) and The Priority Actions Programme/Regional Activity Centre (PAP/RAC) were represented at the Meeting.
5. SPA/RAC acted as the secretariat of the Meeting.

Agenda Item 2: Organizational Matters
6. The Meeting agreed that the rules of procedure for meetings and conferences of the Contracting Parties to the Convention for the Protection of the Environment and the Coastal Region of the Mediterranean and its Protocols (UNEP/IG.43/6, Annex XI) would apply mutatis mutandis to their deliberations.
7. The Meeting unanimously elected the following officers:

   Chairperson: Mr Abdulmula Hamza (Libya)
   Vice-chairpersons: Ms. Sabah Tahari (Morocco)
   Mr Leonardo Tunesi (Italy)
   Mr Rezart Kapedani (Albania)
   Rapporteur: Mr Lavrentios Vasilides (Cyprus)

8. Following the presentation by the Secretariat, review and discussion of the relevant working documents, the Meeting agreed on the following conclusions and recommendations:

Agenda Item 3: 2023 Med QSR structure and outline content template, and status of Common Indicators and Ecological Objectives

UNEP/MED WG.520/3 (presented for discussion by UNEP/MAP)
9. The Meeting welcomed the work undertaken by the Coordinating Unit and the MAP Components to develop the 2023 Med QSR structure and outline content template, and the update on the status and progress of the Common Indicators and Ecological Objectives with respect to the seven Milestones in the 2023 QSR Roadmap (UNEP/MED WG.520/3).

10. The Meeting noted that the proposed structure of the 2023 Med QSR is built on the methodology, structure, and content of the QSR approved by the 8th EcAp Coordination Group (WG.514/12 Meeting Report Annex II, 9 September 2021). The Meeting endorsed the proposed structure for the chapters of the 2023 Med QSR, with the understanding that it is a living document and will be adapted, as appropriate, during the process of the Ecological Objective–Common Indicators assessments.

11. The Meeting agreed that written comments should be shared by no later than 7th April 2022.

12. The Meeting recognized the necessity of Contracting Parties to upload their quality-controlled data collected since the last QSR in 2017 to the IMAP Info System platform managed by INFO/RAC, particularly on habitats and non-indigenous species so as to ensure the quantitative assessment nature of the 2023 Med QSR.

13. The Meeting requested further information on the projects managed by UNEP/MAP Secretariat that will contribute to the 2023 Med QSR. To this end the SPA/RAC and UNEP/MAP Secretariats will prepare and disseminate a short description of the projects. More detailed elements should notably be developed (through parallel works, as ongoing related projects) on biodiversity indicators’ integration and gaps analysis and be reviewed by online experts’ groups to be presented at the next CORMON.

Agenda Item 4: Monitoring and Assessment Elements for the IMAP Common Indicators related to sea birds

UNEP/MED WG.520/4 (presented for discussion and endorsement by SPA/RAC)

14. The Meeting acknowledged the efforts leading to the elaboration of the document, including the mobilization of national expertise through the informal Online Working Group, and endorsed the document for its use for the purpose of the 2023 Med QSR preparation, pending written comments to be provided by Contracting Parties by 7 April 2022 the latest.

Agenda item 5: Baseline for the IMAP Common Indicator 6 related to Non-Indigenous Species

UNEP/MED WG.520/5 and UNEP/MED WG.520/Inf.3 (presented for discussion and endorsement by SPA/RAC):

15. The Meeting acknowledged the efforts leading to the elaboration of the document, including the mobilization of national expertise through the informal Online Working Group (OWG), and endorsed the document for its use for the purpose of the 2023 MED QSR preparation, pending written comments to be provided by Contracting Parties by 7 April 2022 the latest.

Agenda item 6: Data Dictionaries and Data Standards for the Common Indicators 3, 4 and 5 related to species

UNEP/MED WG.520/6; UNEP/MED WG.520/7 and UNEP/MED WG.520/8 (presented for discussion and endorsement by INFO/RAC)

16. The Meeting acknowledged the work done by the INFO/RAC to complete the Common Indicator set available for the 2022 IMAP call reporting. It generally endorsed the structure and the content of Data Standards and Data Dictionaries for IMAP Common Indicators 3, 4 and 5, pending the final review expected through final inputs no later than 7 April 2022. Final documents obtained through
the revised inputs should be discussed with the support of the relevant OWGs during April 2022, to timely allow the integration of the correspondent data flows in the IMAP Info System by June 2022.

17. The Meeting highlighted the need to review the mandatory and non-mandatory fields in the Data Standards and Data Dictionaries on marine mammals, marine turtles and marine birds. It also recommended that Data Standards and Data Dictionaries include tables for key aggregated information (e.g., abundance or mortality within any relevant strata) that will be necessary to draft the next QSR and that they are given the highest priority for submission. Attention should also be placed on reporting the data ownership of the different datasets. Further work needs to be carried out on defining the levels of disclosure of the elaborated data so as to safeguard aspects of species’ protection and data ownership.

18. The Meeting requested the INFO/RAC to revise the mandatory and non-mandatory fields in the Data Standards and Data Dictionaries on marine turtles to consider the requirements of the countries with high and low nesting density, in line with the document on the assessment elements of the CI on sea turtles.

19. The Meeting expressed its appreciation for the work done and requested INFO/RAC to further assist the Contracting Parties to deliver satisfactory quality-assured data to the IMAP Info System in a harmonized way through the organization of dedicated trainings. The Meeting pointed out the need of a more comprehensive picture from the Secretariat about raw data use, experts to involve and about the process in place to feed the Med QSR. In addition, the Meeting raised concern on the fact that the data processing (both data handling and data analysis) of currently required data (raw data) requires a scientific and technical infrastructure and advice making procedures that the Barcelona Convention should have in place.

20. The Meeting welcomed the efforts made towards cooperation between regional partners to exchange data and requested the Secretariat to strengthen synchronization between the different regional assessment initiatives during the forthcoming exercises.

21. The Meeting recommends that INFO/RAC and SPA/RAC coordinate to ensure the full consistency between tables contained in “Data Dictionaries and Data Standards” for the Common Indicators 3, 4 and 5 of marine mammals, sea turtles, sea birds and all specific parameters to ensure that a table is created for each feature and each species, whenever they differ from the elaborated and ongoing work on assessment elements.